Nerve growth factor (NGF) is a neurotrophic factor responsible for the differentiation and survival of sympathetic and sensory neurons as well as selective populations of cholinergic neurons. The MTT assay is to add the chromogenic substance MTT after the NGF has stimulated the TF1 cells, to conduct a colorimetric analysis on the micro plate reader, then to compare the results with a standard curve to arrive at the biological activity of the test substance. To use the MTT assay to measure the biological activity of the NGF, it is easy to handle, with good and reliable results, repeatable and with no impact of the human factors.
Introduction
Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) was discovered in mice's fibrosarcoma cells in 1951 by R. Levi-Montalcini and S.
Cohen, winner of the Nobel Prize in
Physiology and Medicine of that year [1, 2] . NGF is one of the most typical neurotrophic factors that has been found at the earliest time, and studied the most; it is also by far the type that has been most clearly studied. NGF performs a significant role in neuronal development, growth, differentiation, and the growth of axons, stageneurotransmitter synthesis and cell apoptosis. It promotes the sympathetic and sensory neurons that are in development to differentiate and mature. To maintain the normal functions of the adult sympathetic neurons [1] .
The classic method to examine the biological activity assay is to use the 8-9 day-old dorsal root ganglion (DRG) from a chicken embryo and PC12 cells model [3] . However, both of the methods require manual counting, which would give the result an artificial influence. Therefore it is of necessity that a fast, simple assay that does not depend on the artificial enzyme be established.
TF1 cells are a cell line that relies on the granulocyte/ macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF).
Cell surface have a nerve growth factor (NGF) high affinity receptor TrkA, which, after being bound with NGF, causes the proliferation of TF1 cells [4] . Due to the suspension of the TF1 cells, we also conducted tests on the measurement Fig 1: To measure the NGF activity curve by MTT assay in complete culture medium In the RPMI1640 complete culture solution, add NGF that are at different concentrations (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 AU / ml), 37 ° C, with 5% CO 2 in them, 48h of culturing, apply the MTT assay to measure the cell proliferation, marked by the OD 570 readings. Observed under the microscope, it is discovered that in this condition, a large 
